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Abstract. Performing replica migrations in the minimum possible time, also 
called the Replica Migration Problem (RMP), is crucial in distributed systems 
using replication. In this paper we tackle RMP when multicast transfers are 
available. We give a formal problem statement as a Mixed Integer Programming 
problem. It turns out that the problem is NP-hard. Therefore, we resolve to sche-
duling heuristics in order to find good solutions. Through simulations we identi-
fy different tradeoffs between performance and execution time and conclude on 
the most attractive approaches.  

1   Introduction 

Replication is widely used to achieve performance, availability and reliability in dis-
tributed data provision systems, e.g., web and video servers [1], [2]. Depending on the 
system, it may be necessary to occasionally change the employed replica placement 
scheme, i.e., the number of replicas per data object and the servers that should hold 
each replica. For instance, in distributed video servers this might be needed when new 
movies become available in anticipation of the increased demand for them. Of partic-
ular interest is how to optimally move from one replica placement scheme to the next, 
also called the replica migration problem (RMP).  

The problem has been studied in the past in various environments. For example, 
[3] and [4] focus on disk farms, while [5] focuses on content distribution networks. 
More recently the problem has been incorporated in task scheduling over the Grid [7] 
where the aim is to minimize the makespan of task executions. In previous work [6], 
we investigated RMP in a generic distributed system assuming only point-to-point 
transfers. Here, we consider multicast-based transfers. The multicast-based replica 
migration problem (M-RMP) can be briefly stated as follows: given an initial and a 
target replica placement scheme, schedule a series of multicast-based transfers so that 
starting from the former the latter is obtained in the shortest possible time.  

The main contributions of this paper are: (i) we motivate the use of multicast trees 
to obtain solutions for RMP; (ii) we discuss its relation to the Steiner-tree problem 
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[8]; (iii) we rigorously define M-RMP as a Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) prob-
lem; (iv) we propose heuristics based on the construction and scheduling of Steiner-
trees; (v) we evaluate our heuristics using simulations and conclude on the tradeoffs 
between performance and running time. To the best of our knowledge this is the first 
paper tackling RMP with this scope.  

2   Problem Description 

Consider a distributed system consisting of M servers and N data objects. Let Si de-
note the ith server, 1 i M≤ ≤ , and Ok, s(Ok) be the name and respectively the size 
(measured in abstract data units) of the kth data object,  1 k N≤ ≤ . We say that Si is a 
replicator of Ok if it has a replica thereof. Let X be a M×N replication matrix which 
encodes a replication scheme as follows: Xik is 1 if Si is a replicator of Ok, else it is 0.  

Servers communicate via point-to-point bidirectional links. A link connecting Si 
and Sj is denoted by lij and its capacity cij represents the number of data units that can 
be transferred over lij per time unit. Each object transfer is performed using one or 
more multicast trees, with each tree being rooted at a server that has a replica and 
transmits the object to one or more destination servers. The transfer rate is equal to 
the capacity of the bottleneck link, hence the duration of a multicast-based transfer is: 
size of object/capacity of bottleneck link. Notably, a multicast tree may involve inter-
mediate servers that are not supposed to store a replica of the object being transmit-
ted; these servers merely act as routers and do not store the object locally. The cost (in 
time) for routing and/or storing object data is considered to be negligible. 

As an example, consider the system configuration shown in Fig. 1, and assume that 
server S1 must send an object of size 8 to all other servers. One possible multicast tree 
for this transfer is depicted in Fig. 1(a) (bold lines). Given that the bottleneck links, l23 
and l54, have a capacity of 1, the transfer will complete in 8 time units. A better option 
is shown in Fig 1(b), where the transfer can be performed at a rate of 4, in 2 time 
units. This illustrates an important component of M-RMP, namely finding a Steiner 
tree that can support the highest transfer rate; or equivalently, the Steiner tree whose 
bottleneck link(s) have the highest capacity. We refer to it as the maximum bandwidth 
Steiner-tree (MBST). 

 

 
a. Suboptimal tree structure b. Optimal tree structure 

Fig. 1. A replication example with a single multicast tree 
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Now, suppose S1 must send two objects of size 8 to all other servers. The problem 
now becomes to define and schedule several different MBSTs. In the special case 
where link capacities are unary, as shown in Fig. 2(a), the problem is equivalent to 
constructing disjoint Steiner trees, also known as Steiner-tree packing problem [9] 
which is NP-hard. However, the disjoint tree solution is not always optimal when link 
capacities are unequal. Fig. 2(b) depicts the same tree structures as Fig. 2(a), but as-
suming the link capacities of Fig. 1. In this case both trees have a bottleneck link with 
a capacity of 1, resulting in a total makespan of 8 time units. Fig. 2(c) shows the op-
timal multicast tree structure which involves (partially) overlapping trees. The black 
tree has a bottleneck capacity of 3 (l25) and as a consequence can use links l12, l24 and 
l13 at only half of their capacity. The remaining capacity can be used to schedule in 
parallel the grey tree, also at a rate of 3. Hence the makespan is 8/3 time units.  

 

  
a. Unary-disjoint trees b. Non unary-disjoint trees c. Non unary-overlapping trees 

Fig. 2. A replication example with two multicast trees 

M-RMP further differs from the classic Steiner-tree packing problem in two ways: 
(i) there may be multiple servers which could be used as sources (tree roots) for an 
object transfer; (ii) replicas created at one step could serve as additional sources for 
subsequent steps. In the following, we illustrate both aspects through examples. Nota-
bly, since the simplified case of the Steiner-tree packing problem is NP-hard, the 
more complicated M-RMP is NP-hard as well. 

Consider the network of Fig. 3 where servers S1, S2, S3 hold a replica of the same 
object which must be further replicated to the remaining servers. Clearly, the best 
solution is not to construct one but rather three separate multicast trees, one per source 
(shown in bold lines). The problem then extends to defining a forest of MBSTs, hence 
referred to as maximum bandwidth Steiner-forest (MBSF). In Sec. 4 we discuss an 
algorithm to optimally construct a MBSF for replicating a single object. 

Based on the same network topology but with link capacities and object sizes being 
unary, assume S1 holds objects A and C, S2 holds B and C, and S3 holds A and B, as 
shown in Fig. 4. Suppose A and B must be replicated to the grey nodes, A and C to 
the white nodes, B and C to the black nodes, and all objects to the shaded nodes. One 
solution is to first schedule the entire forest for replicating A (shown in bold lines), 
then the forest for B, then the forest for C, in a sequential manner. This gives a 
makespan of 3. However, the best solution is to schedule individual trees of each 
forest. Specifically, in a first step, shown in Fig. 5(a), S1 sends A to the grey nodes, S2 
sends C to the white nodes, and S3 sends B to the black nodes. Shaded servers keep a 
copy of the objects that were transmitted through them. Then, in a second step, shown 
in Fig. 5(b), S1 sends C to the shaded server below it, which (concurrently) sends A to 
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the white nodes, and so on for S2 and S3, resulting in a total makespan of 2. The rea-
son for the performance difference between these two schedules, is that in the first 
case only 2/3 of the nodes receive an object at each step, while at the second, every 
node does. Intuitively, it is tougher to involve a large number of nodes and links at 
each scheduling step when the schedulable unit is a whole forest as opposed to a tree. 
Both approaches are investigated via respective heuristics, described in Sec. 5.  

 

 

Fig. 3. An example of a Steiner forest Fig. 4. An example requiring the use of 
intermediate sources to solve optimally 

 
a. First step. b. Second step. 

Fig. 5. The optimal schedule of the example of Fig. 4 

3   Mixed Integer Programming Problem Formulation 

We formulate M-RMP as a MIP problem with constraints (1)-(12), some of them 
being quadratic. The idea is to consider a schedule of multicast tree object transfers 
and impose on it several validity requirements. Each transfer is modelled using a 
transfer-start and transfer-end event, associated with timestamps. In order to capture 
the tree-based multicast transfers and corresponding link reservations, a dummy 
source server (let S) and a dummy destination server (let D) is used, connected to all 
proper servers via dummy links of unlimited capacity. Each multicast tree has its root 
connected to S and all its destinations connected to D. The formulation also assumes a 
known upper bound for the number of events in the optimal schedule, let Z. An addi-
tional (dummy) void event at the end of the schedule indicates that the new replica-
tion scheme has been reached after the Zth event. Thus, the total length of the schedule 
is Z+1, its tail comprised of at least one void event (or more, if the actual optimal 
schedule has fewer than Z events). A conservative bound for Z can be calculated by 
considering the extreme case where all tree transfers are point-to-point transfers: 
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Z≤2×outstanding replicas. Outstanding are the replicas which must be created in the 
new replication scheme. This number can be trivially determined as a function of Xold 
and Xnew, by enumerating all elements for which holds: 0 1old new

ik ikX X= ∧ = . 

Table 1 summarizes the variables used to describe the events in the schedule as 
well as additional problem variables.  Unless otherwise stated, the indices in the va-
riables take the following values: 1≤k≤N, 1≤i,j≤M, 1≤u≤Z, 1≤v<Z. The Replica Mi-
gration Problem can then be stated as: minimize tZ+1 subject to constraints (1)-(12).  

Constraints (1)-(5) relate event types with each other as well as with the state of the 
replication matrix. Specifically, (1) states that each event is a multicast transfer-start, 
a multicast transfer-end, or void, and that the last event is void. (2) requires that the 
replication process starts with replication matrix Xold and reaches Xnew. (3) captures 
the fact that if the uth event is a transfer-end for Ok then for all destination servers Si 
(connected to D), the entry Xik in the subsequent replication matrix is equal to 1. (4) 
gives the preconditions for a transfer, namely, in order for a transfer to start, the 
source server must have a copy of the object and the destination servers must not. (5) 
states that each transfer-start event has a corresponding transfer-end event which 
occurs later in the schedule, and that the number of transfer-end events must be equal 
to the number of transfer-start events (no orphan events are allowed).  

Constraints (6)-(9) capture the fact that each multicast transfer is done using a tree 
structure. (6) states that for each multicast transfer each server has at most one incom-
ing link (parent), and that the number of its outgoing links are at least equal to the 
number of incoming (recall that destinations are connected to D). (7) ensures that the 
tree is connected by requiring that no server exists which has outgoing links without 
having any incoming links. (8) captures the absence of cycles, requiring that the rela-
tive depth of a child node is greater than the depth of its father (the precise values do 
not matter). (9) states that S is a virtual parent for the tree root of each transfer. 

Constraints (10)-(11) capture link-bandwidth reservations. (10) demands that cor-
responding transfer-start and transfer-end events relate to the same links. (11) requests 
that the aggregate rates of ongoing transfers do not exceed link capacity.  

The final set of constraints (12) keeps track of time. The first part states that events 
must be properly ordered in time, while the second part states that the timestamp of a 
transfer-end event is equal to the sum of the transfer-start timestamp and the transfer 
duration. Note that the rate of a multicast transfer increases when capacity is freed at 
its bottleneck link(s) due to the completion of other transfers. Thus its duration is 
computed by subtracting from the object size the amount of data transmitted during 
each interval where the rate of the multicast has been increased, and dividing the 
remaining object size with the transfer rate that holds until its completion. 

In terms of complexity, the number of variables and constraints is roughly O(M3N3) 
and O(M4N2 + M3N3), respectively, for M servers, N objects and assuming that Z is 
O(MN) in the worst case and that the number of links is O(M2) for relatively dense 
graphs. We have implemented this MIP problem in a commercial optimizer [10]. 
Even though optimizers can tackle linear programming problems of this size, the fact 
that (some) constrains are quadratic limits scalability. As a consequence, we were 
able to obtain solutions, within acceptable time, only for small problem sets (5 objects 
and servers). This did not allow us to make satisfactory comparisons with the heuris-
tics described in the next sections, which were evaluated for considerably bigger 
problem sets. 
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Table 1. Problem variables 

Variable Description 
u

ikT  1 iff the uth event is a transfer-start for Ok, through a tree routed at Si, else 0  

uv
ikE  1 iff the uth event is a transfer-end event for the start event v

ikT , else 0 
uV  1 iff the uth event is void (voids occur at the end of the schedule) , else 0 
u
ikX  1 iff Si has a replica of Ok before the uth event occurs, else 0 

u
ijl  1 iff the uth event is a transfer start/end and lij belongs to the tree, else 0 

u
id  the relative depth of server Si in the tree formed at the uth event  

ut  the time when the uth event occurs (real≥0) 
uvr  the rate of the transfer started at the vth event between tu and tu+1 (integer≠0) 
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4   Maximum Bandwidth Steiner-Forest Construction 

As we have pointed out, the construction of maximum bandwidth Steiner-forests 
(MBSFs) is central to M-RMP. In this section, we present an algorithm for construct-
ing a maximum bandwidth Steiner-tree (MBST) optimally, and discuss how it can be 
used to build a maximum bandwidth Steiner-forest (MBSF). 

Given a network topology and a subset of nodes, the MBST problem is to define a 
tree connecting a single source node to all destination nodes, such that the minimum 
end-to-end capacity across its links is maximized. Although the basic Steiner-tree 
problem statement is NP-hard, it turns out that MBST can be solved optimally by the 
following simple algorithm: (i) find the maximum bandwidth path between the source 
and each destination (which can be achieved using a modified version of Dijkstra’s 
algorithm; (ii) merge the previously defined paths to produce the MBST. Notice that 
optimality is due to the fact that the individual paths defined by Dijkstra are optimal 
and can be merged as is, since they are used to transfer the same object. 

 

 
a. Network with dummy node: black nodes 
are replicators, grey nodes are destinations 

b. The obtained Steiner forest (2 trees) after 
constructing the MBST for the dummy node 

Fig. 6. An example of constructing a maximum bandwidth Steiner forest 

To calculate an MBSF for a given object we augment the network by adding a 
dummy node and connecting it using dummy links with infinite capacity to all replica-
tors of that object, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Then, we apply the MBST algorithm with 
the dummy node as the root, and discard the dummy node and edges to obtain the 
forest, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Each tree may support a different throughput depending 
on the capacity of its bottleneck link(s), e.g., 2 and 3 for the two trees in Fig 6(b).  

The above algorithm produces the optimal MBSF. In other words, for the replica-
tion of a single object M-RMP can be solved to optimality regardless of the number of 
replicators and network parameters. For multiple objects M-RMP is NP-hard, having 
as a component the Steiner-tree packing problem [9], as discussed in Sec. 2. 

5   Scheduling Heuristics 

The algorithms presented here work iteratively. In each iteration, one or more objects 
are chosen and their corresponding (target) replication schemes are implemented, 
either partially or completely. This is done by producing an MBSF for each object, as 
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discussed in Sec. 4. The algorithms differ on how often they compute a forest for each 
object and the selection criteria used to decide which forests (or individual trees) to 
schedule next.   

Prefixed Forest Algorithm (PFA). This algorithm works based on prefixed forests. An 
optimal MBSF is calculated for each object, once, assuming an empty network. Start-
ing from an empty network, PFA picks a forest randomly and schedules it, i.e., up-
dates the available link capacities. It then checks whether any of the remaining forests 
can be accommodated, picks/schedules one randomly, and the process is repeated. A 
forest cannot be chosen if it requires one or more links that are already fully utilized. 
When no more forests can be accommodated, the algorithm checks the earliest point 
in time when a scheduled multicast transfer (tree) finishes. If the link capacity that 
becomes available enables the scheduling one of the remaining forests, the above 
process is repeated. In any case, the next earliest point in time when the next multicast 
transfer finishes is checked, etc, until all forests are scheduled.  

Earliest Start Forest Algorithm (ESFA). PFA attempts to schedule the prefixed forests 
that were calculated based on an empty network. This creates a potential limitation as 
shown in Fig. 7. Assume that the black node holds two objects of size 6 which must be 
replicated on the white nodes. PFA will define two identical forests (in fact, trees) for 
the objects, shown with bold lines in Fig. 7(a). The two trees will be scheduled sequen-
tially and the total makespan will be 4 time units. Notice, however, that after scheduling 
the first tree the remaining links form an alternative multicast tree, shown with dashed 
lines in Fig. 7(b), which can be employed to transfer the second object, concurrently to 
the first one, giving a total makespan of 3. The example demonstrates that it might be 
advantageous to schedule object transfers using suboptimal trees if these can be sched-
uled earlier than their “optimal” counterparts. This is the intuition behind ESFA. Spe-
cifically, ESFA works in a similar way to PFA, but at each step re-computes the forests 
for all pending (not yet replicated) objects based on the available capacity of the links. 

 

a. PFA b. ESFA 

Fig. 7. An example of PFA and ESFA executions 

Earliest Completion Forest Algorithm (ECFA). ESFA tends to schedule the replication of 
an object earlier, utilizing more links compared to PFA. However, this is not always 
beneficial. Consider the example of Fig. 7 and assume that the links of capacity 2 had a 
capacity of 1 instead. The schedule produced by ESFA would involve the same two trees 
of Fig. 7(b), but the total makespan would now be 6; worse than the makespan of the 
PFA schedule which is 4. ECFA attempts to overcome this drawback by computing the 
best forests in terms of completion time, given both the current and future link states, 
based on the transfers already scheduled. For a single object this involves calculating an 
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MBSF in all distinct points in the future where a scheduled multicast (tree) finishes and 
bandwidth is released. Returning to the example of Fig. 7, this means that after the forest 
for the first object is scheduled (bold lines), the algorithm will calculate two forests for 
the second object, one for time 0 and one for time 2 when the first scheduled multicast 
tree finishes. Among the two options it will select the forest leading to earliest comple-
tion time. In the general case where multiple objects are involved, ECFA works in itera-
tions, calculating for each object (whose replication has not been scheduled) the best 
forest in terms of completion time and adds it to a candidate list. Among the candidates, 
the one starting earlier is selected (ties are broken randomly). 

Per tree scheduling. The previous algorithms schedule at the granularity of entire 
forests, i.e., in each step the full replication scheme of an object is scheduled to start 
at the same point in time. Another possibility is to consider scheduling at the granular-
ity of individual trees. Intuitively, by scheduling trees instead of forests it should be 
possible to achieve better link utilization per scheduling step. To differentiate between 
the forest-based and the tree-based scheduling modes, we refer to the latter algorithm 
versions as PTA, ESTA, and ECTA, respectively. Notice that the tree-based versions 
may schedule the replication of an object in different chunks, each multicast starting 
at a different point in time. As a consequence the forest computed for each object in 
each step only needs to consider the remaining destinations according to the target 
replication scheme. Also, forests computed later in the schedule may exploit as 
sources new replicas which may have been created in the meantime. 

6   Experiments 

We have evaluated the algorithms presented in Sec. 5 using simulated experiments for 
different system configurations and replication scenarios. The server network was 
generated using the BRITE tool [11], for 35 nodes. We experimented with 4 different 
graph types with node connectivity of 1 (tree network), 2, 3 and 4, respectively. For 
each type, we generated 5 different network topologies which were used to do all 
measurements, averaging the results. Node connections followed the Barabasi-Albert 
model, which has been used to describe power-law router graphs [12]. Links were 
assigned a fixed transfer capacity, uniformly distributed between 1 and 10. A set of 
100 objects was used, their size varying uniformly between 100 and 1000 data units. 

6.1   Evaluating Forest-Based Scheduling Algorithms 

In this section we compare the performance of PFA, ESFA and ECFA and identify 
the most promising algorithms. For this purpose, we let Xold feature a single (random-
ly placed) replica per object while Xnew features additional replicas per object, varying 
uniformly in the ranges 2..5, 2..15 and 2..34. Note that since there is only one initial 
replicator per object, the forest constructed for it consists of one multicast tree.  

Fig. 8 shows the makespan achieved by the forest-based algorithms for network 
graphs with connectivity 2. It can be seen that the makespan of all algorithms increases 
as more replicas need to be created per object. This is expected since with more nodes 
participating in a forest, the potential for scheduling many forests/trees in parallel de-
creases, as illustrated in Fig. 9. PFA has a clearly inferior makespan because it works 
with precomputed forests, thus missing parallelization opportunities. Interestingly, 
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ESFA slightly outperforms ECFA, managing to schedule more trees in parallel even if 
each tree is likely to support a lower throughput compared to ECFA.  

In terms of execution time, PFA is about an order of magnitude faster compared to 
ESFA which in turn is an order of magnitude faster than ECFA, as shown in Fig. 10. 
To understand why, recall that PFA never recomputes a forest, whereas ESFA recom-
putes the forests of outstanding objects only for the earliest possible start time, and 
ECFA recomputes forests for all possible start times. 

To further evaluate the above findings we repeated the same experiments for all 4 
types of networks (connectivity 1, 2, 3 and 4), with the additional number of replicas per 
object varying uniformly in the range 2..15. The results are shown in Fig. 11. It can be 
seen that: (i) the makespan drops as the node connectivity increases, drastically between 
connectivity 1 and 2, more smoothly thereafter; (ii) for connectivity 2, 3 and 4, PFA 
produces worse schedules compared to ESFA and ECFA (which are comparable in all 
cases). Notably, networks with connectivity 1 are trees, in which case, all algorithms 
will compute the same forest (actually a tree) for the replication of each object. Also, a 
tree-formed network considerably reduces the degree of parallelism, for which increased 
opportunity arises in networks with larger connectivity. The runime of the algorithms 
followed the trend already shown in Fig. 10. 

 

Fig. 8. Makespan vs additional replicas   (con-
nectivity: 2, initial replicas: 1) 

Fig. 9. Average number of trees per time 
unit (connectivity: 2, initial replicas: 1) 

Fig. 10. Execution time vs additional replicas 
(connectivity: 2, initial replicas: 1) 

Fig. 11. Makespan vs connectivity (initial 
replicas: 1, additional replicas: 2…15) 
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6.2   Forest-Based vs. Tree-Based Scheduling Algorithms 

In this section we compare ESFA and ECFA versus their tree-based alternatives 
ESTA and ECTA. We omit PFA and PTA because their results were considerably 
worse compared to the other algorithms (along the lines of the previous comparison).  

To evaluate the ability of the algorithms to exploit different sources, we repeat the 
experiment of Fig. 11, but with 3 (instead of just 1) initial replicators. Fig. 12 shows 
the makespan for networks with connectivity 2, 3 and 4. As it can be seen, ECTA 
consistently outperforms ECFA in terms of makespan by 10% up to 20%. ESTA is 
slightly worse than ESFA for connectivity 2, but becomes increasingly better for 
connectivity 3 and 4. The generally improved results of the tree-based algorithms are 
due to the fact that with 3 initial replicators each forest may consist of several (up to 
3) trees, giving rise to more opportunities for parallelism if trees are considered sepa-
rately. Also, both ESTA and ECTA better exploit the increased parallelization poten-
tial for networks with larger connectivity, as confirmed in Fig. 13 which plots the 
average number of parallel multicast trees in the schedules produced. For complete-
ness, we note that the observed trends also hold for connectivity 1 (not shown here).  

Finally, the performance of the algorithms is investigated for connectivity 2, vary-
ing the number of initial replicators per object while keeping the number of additional 
number of replicas to be created per object the same as in the previous experiment 
(varying uniformly in the range 2..15). Fig. 14 plots the makespan of the respective 
schedules. Once again, ECTA consistently outperforms all other algorithms except for 
the case with only 1 initial replicator per object (where each forest is guaranteed to 
comprise of a single tree). In fact, the difference between ECTA and the rest increases 
to the number of initial replicators. This is expected for ECFA/ESFA because they 
tend to block until an entire forest becomes schedulable. However, this is less obvious 
for ESTA. Recall that ESTA favors trees with the earliest start time as opposed to the 
ones with the earliest completion time chosen by ECTA. If a path that is not (fully) 
utilized exists between a destination and the source of a tree, ESTA will include this 
node to the tree. Consequently the trees selected by ESTA are likely to (i) have more 
nodes, (ii) span across more links, and (iii) support a lower transmission rate com-
pared to those of ECTA. This is partly confirmed in Fig. 15 which plots the average 
tree height of the schedules produced (tall trees are more likely to have a larger num-
ber of nodes, involve more links and support a lower transmission rate, compared to 
short ones). Also note that (ii) most likely reduces the degree of parallelism. Moreo-
ver, the schedules produced by ESTA have fewer opportunities to exploit newly 
created replicas as roots for subsequent multicasts, as shown in Fig. 16 (the forest-
based algorithms are not shown, since, by construction, they use only initial replica-
tors as roots of their multicast trees). This is because in ESTA the transfer of most 
outstanding object replicas will start early on in the schedule (where only initial repli-
cators exist) and finish too late (due to the lower transfer rate) for the new replicas to 
be used in subsequent transfers. The improved makespan of the tree-based algorithms 
comes at the price of a longer execution time compared to the forest versions, as 
shown in Fig. 17.  
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Fig. 12. Makespan vs connectivity (initial 
replicas: 3, additional replicas: 2…15) 

Fig. 13. Average number of parallel trees 
(initial replicas: 3, additional replicas: 2…15) 

 

Fig. 14. Makespan vs initial replicas (con-
nectivity: 2, additional replicas: 2…15) 

Fig. 15. Average tree height vs initial replicas 
(connectivity: 2, additional replicas: 2…15) 

 

Fig. 16. Trees rooted at a new source   
(connectivity: 2, additional replicas: 2…15) 

Fig. 17. Execution time vs initial replicas (con-
nectivity: 2, additional replicas: 2…15) 
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7   Conclusions 

In this paper we tackled the Replica Migration Problem from the standpoint of using 
one or more multicast trees with potentially different data transmission rates to im-
plement the migration from the old replication scheme to the new one. The problem 
was rigorously captured as a Mixed Integer Programming formulation, and indicative 
heuristics were developed and evaluated, indicating different tradeoffs between 
makespan of the generated schedules and execution time of the algorithms. Summa-
rizing our findings we can state that: (i) if execution time is the primary concern or 
the network is a tree and there is a single initial replica, PFA (and PTA) are the best 
choices; (ii) if the key objective is to achieve a short makespan, ECTA is the candi-
date producing significantly better schedules, especially for configurations with a 
large connectivity and/or several initial replicas. As part of our future work we plan to 
extend the experimental evaluation, as well as explore the case where servers have 
limited storage and routing capacity.  
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